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1. Introduction

The Second Regional Steering Committee (RSC) meeting was held at the IAV Hassan II (Institut
Agronomique et Vétérinaire Hassan II – Rabat) Morocco on 13 and 14 September 2010. The meeting was
attended by country partners from Morocco, Ghana, South Africa, Netherlands and Uganda. Dr Mohamed
Sessay of UNEP-GEF also attended (see Annex 1). The meeting was followed by a field visit to Ouneine High Atlas between 15 and 17 September. This report presents the proceedings of the workshop. The
programme followed in the workshop is presented in Annex 2.
Abdeslam Dahman, the General Secretary of TARGA-Aide, and Mohamed Mahdi, also of Targa-Aide opened
the meeting and thanked all for attending the workshop. Targa-Aide, Morocco was introduced as being one
of the oldest central institutes in Morocco, developing knowledge and innovations. It was pointed out that
the SCI-SLM project fits well
with the activities of TargaAide and its communities.
Mohamed Sessay stated the
importance of the project
regarding development and
application of knowledge to
solve problems. He noted that
the outcome is very critical for
policy making. He indicated
that he was looking forward to
‘big’ things and to another year
of
progress
in
project
implementation.

Workshop Participants

Some expected outputs mentioned by Mohamed Sessay are:
• Big impact to including the perceptions of policy makers to development;
• Sharing of lessons that work & those that do not work;
• Next steps emerging from this workshop; and
• A lot of dialogue to explore what we mean by community initiatives.
The objectives of this second Regional Steering Committee Meeting were to:
 Re-visit the project methodology by undertaking a field exercise to improve common
understanding of selection and characterization of initiatives;
 Share progress, experiences and challenges during project implementation, including institutional
setting, e.g., inception meetings, project teams, country steering committee;
 Start to synthesise lessons emerging from project experiences; and
 To develop common understanding of requisite project field activities and next steps in project
implementation.
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Following the introductory remarks, the workshop continued with presentations from all the country
participating groups.
2. Workshop Presentations
The TAG team kicked off the session on presentation with a brief one on the concepts of SLM, innovation,
general SCI-SLM terminology and a synthesis of experiences from their country visits. They concluded the
presentation with the need for the SCI-SLM project team to pay continuous attention to setting standards.
Following this, project members of each county presented their experiences of the identification process
over the past year. There were five additional project technical presentations, from Alex Lwakuba and
Tonny Kansambwe on activities in Uganda, from Nono Shezi on South Africa, from Mohamed Mahdi on
Morocco and lastly Saa Dittoh on Ghana (Annex 3).
Quite some initiatives were identified; several of them were individual ones though. For an overview of the
selected initiatives so far see the country overview of selected CIs (Annex 4). It was stressed that some
initiatives would not be perfect (in the sense of SLM related, community innovation), but then the project
can support these initiatives to improve these aspects.

Feedback on Presentations
The meeting noted with concern that the contract not yet signed between the Government of Uganda and
the University of KwaZulu-Natal. The meeting urged Alex and Tonny to work on rectify the problems so that
this does not adversely affect the project implementation. The meeting also agreed that Mohamed Sessay
will intervene on this issue.
Regarding the presentation from South Africa, the discussion was on the issue of Wattle tree, an invasive
plant, being part of the innovation. The meeting noted that the innovativeness of the practice is not
necessarily the invasive plant, per se. This innovation, which in this case is social rather than technical,
should be emphasized. The manner in which the initiative deals with the threat of the invasive plant is
another aspect that should be highlighted. For Morocco, individual initiatives are more prevalent. These
are passed on to the researchers in relevant disciplines.
The first day ended with a discussion of emerging lessons. Mohamed Sessay noted the diversity of the
initiatives coming from the different countries. The phase where we actually engage the communities
would be most critical as it will generate the impact on the ground. He also stressed the need to stick to the
set time frames, and avoid getting bogged down on the identification of sites (the first phase of the
project). Therefore, it was decided to have a deadline for the first phase, whereby each country should
have four initiatives selected by the end of October 2010.
Stakeholder involvement was the next issue to be addressed. Mohamed Mahdi explained that in Morocco
it is quite difficult to involve policy makers/government officers, because they are very busy. Engaging the
stakeholders is time-consuming, as one often has to discuss with new people. Will Critchley mentioned his
concern of whether people not immediately associated with the project would easily understand the
concepts, unless – as Tonny Kinsambwe suggested - SCI-SLM held specific training sessions.
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3. Communication Issues
Maxwell presented on the different avenues used in SCI SLM for achieving effective communication.
Teleconference: It was noted that this approach could be very effective, especially if reports could be
circulated before the meeting. This would allow discussions to be restricted to clarifications and for
collectively defining the next steps in implementation. Mohamed indicated that he could arrange one every
quarter, as long as the project coordinator arranged all other logistics, e.g., phone numbers, time, agenda,
etc. The first teleconference will be organized on November 10, 2010. The November teleconference will
discuss the details about selected sites, involvement of partners, plans for the next steps, etc. Ten minutes
would be dedicated to finances and other cross cutting issues.
The mailing list was reviewed to identify who else would needed to be included and what types of
information could be shared amongst the core team and those not in the core team of the project.
Currently information is only shared with the Prolinnova Secretariat.
Website: The proposed organic structure of the website was presented. It was noted that the website
would have the following pages, a home, news, and gallery. In addition, each country would also have its
pages. The meeting agreed that each country would submit the material that would be included on the
website. All countries should get access to their country page in order to maintain their particular part. The
site can be found at: www.scislm.ukzn.ac.za. It should be up and running by the end of December 2010.
(see Action Points in Annex 5).
Discussions pointed out that there would also need to be a publications page where all project documents
would be uploaded. A newsletter should be developed and uploaded on the website, regularly.
The TAG team showed the film “More people more trees”, which had just been finalized. A discussion was
held on the implications of the film on SC SLM work.
4. Workplan
To be programmatically consistent with the project supervision plan (Annex 6) the meeting established the
workplan for the coming period, with input from all participants (Annex 7).
5. Finance
Gail Du Toit presented the financial report, highlighting the amount that had been disbursed and what was
left in the budget (Annex 8). She emphasized the need for accounting officers to maintain accurate and upto-date records and documents in respect of all expenditure. For each disbursement, proper supporting
documentation should be maintained, including original invoices, bills and receipts pertinent to the
transaction. Upon completion of project, executing agent shall maintain all records for period of at least 3
years.
She indicated that, according to the project contract, unspent balances shall be returned within two
months of the expiry of agreement. It is highly undesirable that countries are found unable to spent their
money budgeted for them.
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Financial reporting is done in USA Dollars. Therefore, countries have to make the necessary conversions
when submitting their report to the Secretariat. Quarterly Financial Reports are due within 1 month of the
end of the quarter to which they refer.
6. Field visit to Ouneine
The field visit to Ouneine was confined to a single, activity-packed day; three community initiatives were
visited. After a briefing about the Ouneine valley by Mohamed Tamin, the team set off. The first visit was to
the Anzi carpenter’s association, then the land development group at Lamhalt and lastly the Afourigh
irrigation allocation group. Each visit is briefly reported here.
(1) Anzi Carpenter’s Association
Thirty local carpenters formed a cooperative in 2006 for various reasons. The origin of their carpentry
tradition lies with their grandfathers. They produce a rich variety of decorative and functional items
including doors, windows and ceilings. The main reason for forming the cooperative was, apparently, to
help in marketing of products and in purchase of timber from the market. A plan for the carpenters to work
together at a central location has not yet been realised. But does this, all-in-all, constitute a genuine SCISLM initiative? From the social point of view, there certainly is evidence of a group working together under
the banner of their cooperative, though this is nothing novel. From the SLM perspective, there is some
evidence that a technical initiative may be found: though this is far from sure. The important point here is
that the wood prized in artistic design, namely “Thuya” (Tetraclinis articulata) which is indigenous to North
Africa, cannot be harvested legally from the forest. The
carpenters are making efforts to replace Thuya with poplar
trees grown by the riverbank on their individual plots. They are
aware of the need to preserve the forests where the Thuya
tree grows high in the mountains; but equally they know they
can be prosecuted if they harvest the tree. To make this a true
SCI-SLM initiative they would have either to come to an
arrangement with the forestry department to harvest the
forest sustainably, or they would have to plant and nurture all
of the species they need in their work. The Moroccan SCI-SLM
A Cooperative members pointing to
team suggest that a cross-visit to another group of carpenters
the area where they are planting
(who apparently do harvest wood sustainably) in the Central
Poplar trees
High Atlas might trigger such an arrangement.

Current forestry policy is critical to this initiative. The discussion about this initiative needs to be closely
related to the forestry policy discourse in Morocco. There are opportunities to share policy issues on access
with SA. The cooperative is but one player in the timber value chain so that there is also a need to
understand the significance of other players. The initiative has, potentially, two components, i.e., sociocultural and technical.

(2) The Lamhalt Land Development Group
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Three related families have joined hands in the village of Lamhalt to reclaim land which is currently stony
and degraded. They gradually turn this into productive irrigated terraces. The project has received financial
input from family members working in Casablanca. There is a very visible gradation to be seen as one walks
upslope – from stony slopes populated by sparse Ziziphus bushes, to cross-slope lines of stone between
which rainfed cereals are grown, to emerging terraces with almond trees along the stone lines, to
rudimentary terraces with some irrigation, and finally to fully developed and irrigated benches. Along this
upslope transect it is clear that, associated with the development of the land, crop diversification also
increases. On the mature terraces at the top of the jointly developed farm, are various fruit and nut trees,
barley, maize, faba beans, rosemary, prickly pear (Opuntia sp) as well as vegetables (e.g., courgettes),
spices (e.g., coriander) and medicinal plants. Irrigation is sourced from groundwater, through the use of a
diesel pump. They are allowed to use underground water
freely, because it is located under their legally owned land.
This community initiative was begun some eight years ago,
and around 6-7 of the 20 hectares in total is now fully
developed. The initiative in this case is partially social (the
idea of a small group of families joining hands to develop land
and share certain inputs) and partially technical (diversification
into a wide variety of cash crops). Certainly there is a
community - although merely a small social entity – and land is
without doubt being developed and managed sustainably. The
only doubts regard, first, the replicability of the enterprise in
terms of capital requirement to buy land and install irrigation
infrastructure; second, to what extent groundwater sources
are adequate to support expanded farmland; and third,
whether market saturation with agricultural products will
become a problem in this isolated mountain valley. All these
Mohamed Mahdi of SCI SLM Morocco
are aspects that can be studied under SCI-SLM.
discussion with community members
The initiative has an immediate impact on land – terraces and water furrows. The potential could even be
stronger if the community had access to spring water. This would reduce the need to use the diesel pump,
as is the current practice. The aspect of buying land is not key to the initiative and highlighting it could
create the impression that the initiative requires a lot of financial injection. The practice can be adopted by
poor communities who have land and access to spring water for irrigation.
The SCI SLM team felt that the maize varieties in use were of very poor quality and could be replaced with
better yielding ones. Other crop production practices, e.g., soil fertility management, inter-cropping, cover
cropping could be introduced. With time access to markets also has to be considered.
It is recommended that the underground water use should be monitored. There might be no limitation on
current levels of use, but this might be the case when additional land is rehabilitated and put into
production. Monitoring will be critical in this initiative.
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(3) The Afourigh Irrigation Distribution Initiative
Irrigated agriculture is a key feature of the Ouneine valley economy. Surface irrigation, from hillside springs,
distributed by channels into furrows or basins is the dominant form. The springs fully utilised, and water for
irrigation has become a constraint. Groups tapping water from springs emanating from the hillsides have to
look for ways to make limited water go further. The case of the five family lineages that comprise the
Afourigh community is a fascinating development in this regard. Although generation-old water use rights
have officially determined the daily scheduling of
the water, the young active farmers within the
group have decided to adjust the cycle to make the
system more efficient. The traditional rotation
within this community was to allow each family half
a day’s water several times within an eleven and a
half day overall cycle. The young farmers have
taken the initiative of “consolidating” water rights
into periods of three continuous days per family.
The implication of this is greater water-use
efficiency, because famers can plan their workload
better, but also because their crops can receive
Water Distribution canal used in the initiative
ample water at each irrigation application – which
can make all the difference in dry years.

There are two other aspects of importance here: first a reservoir has been built to hold water when flow is
low; and second it is notable that the farmers have been able not only to improve production, but to
diversify their cropping base also. They have introduced sorghum for cattle feed, for example, into their
rotations. Here is a genuine community and common-interest group, bound by ancient ties, that has
developed an initiative to manage the land more sustainably.
The general observation was that this is an efficient and good initiative. It is an improvement on the
current practice. It is already economically, technical and socially acceptable. There is need to evaluate
and improve the water channels to reduce erosion & water loss. Participation of the youth was noted as a
positive aspect. The initiative will result in enhanced income, production, etc. More information needs to
be collected on the emerging secondary effects of the initiative, e.g., crop diversity, food security, etc.
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Annex 1: List of Participants
Name

Country

Organization

Role

within
within

Contact

project
SESSAY

Kenya

Mohamed
DITTOH Saa

UNEP/DGEF -

Task Manager

Mohamed.Sessay@unep.org

University for

National

saadittoh@yahoo.com

Development Studies

Project

saaditt@africaonline.com.gh

(UDS), Food and Nutrition

Coordinator

233-244296612

Co-coordinator

conradweobong@yahoo.com

implementing agency
Ghana

254207624294

Security Unit Tamale
WEOBONG

Ghana

Conrad1

University for
Development Studies

233244420526

(UDS)
MAHDI

Morocco

TARGA-Aide

Mohamed

National

aitmahdi@gmail.com

Project

212665659309

Coordinator
DAHMAN

Morocco

SAIDI

TARGA-AIDE, Secretaire

dahman.s.a@gmail.com

General

212661193482

Abdeslam
Tamim

Morocco

TARGA-Aide

Project team

Mohamed
DOUKKALI EL

vtamimoh@yahoo.fr

member
Morocco

AMAJIDI

Forestry Research Center,

Member NSC

Rabat

douafae@gmail.com
212661554256

Ouafae
LAAMARI

Morocco

Abdelali

Institut National de

Member NSC

Recherche en Agriculture

laamari@gmail.com
212661154922

– INRA
ELMZOURI

Morocco

INRA- Head of
Research/Development

212661433817

Morocco

TARGA-AIDE,

aziz_iraki@yahoo.fr

Elhoussine
IRAKI Aziz

Member NSC

elmzouri@yahoo.fr

2120666439698
LOUAH Ilia

Morocco

TARGA-Aide

Co-coordinator

i.louah@targa-aide.org
iliasanss@gmail.com
212611387625

TIJANI

Morocco

TARGA-AIDE,

MUDHARA

South

UKNZ Centre for

Maxwell

Africa

Environment, Agriculture
and Development (CEAD)

Coordinator

SHEZI

South

UKNZ FSG

National

shezi@ukzn.ac.za

Nomaphelo

Africa

Project

2733-2606282

Zakaria

Project team

Zaka_tijani@yahoo.fr

member

212673636653

Regional

mudhara@ukzn.ac.za

Project

27332606277

Coordinator
DU TOIT Gail

South

Centre for Environment,

Financial

dutoitg@ukzn.ac.za

Africa

Agriculture and

Controller

27332606277

Policy

lbosoga@environment.gov.za

Development (CEAD)
BOSOGA

South

Lydia

Africa

1

Department of
Agriculture, Forestry and

Joined the group late evening 14 Sept10 due to flight problem
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Fisheries,
LWAKUBA

Uganda

Alex
KINSAMBWE

Uganda

Tonny

Ministry of Agriculture,

National

alwakuba@yahoo.com

Animal Industries and

Project

256-414-320004/321187

Fisheries (MAAIF)

Coordinator

Ministry of Agriculture,

Project

Tokins2002@yahoo.com

Animal Industries and

Manager

256772839161

Centre for International

TAG lead

WRS.Critchley@cis.vu.nl

Cooperation (CIS), VU

technical

willcritchley@hotmail.com

University Amsterdam

backstopper

31205989090

Centre for International

TAG technical

wam.tuyp@cis.vu.nl

Cooperation (CIS), VU

backstopper

31205989090

Fisheries (MAAIF)
CRITCHLEY

Netherlands

William
TUYP
Wendelien

Netherlands

University Amsterdam
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Annex 2: Second Project Steering Committee Annual Meeting Programme

SCISCI-SLM PROJECT
Second Project Steering Committee Annual Meeting
13h – 17th September 2010
Rabat, Ouneine–
Ouneine– Morocco

PROGRAMME
Date

Time

Activity

12/09/10

Arrival of guests

13/09/10

DAY ONE
08.30 – 09.00
09.00 – 09.30
09.30 – 09.45
09.45 – 10.00
10.00 - 10.45
10.45 – 11.15
11.15 – 12.00

12.00 – 12.45
12.45 – 13.45
13.45 – 14.30
14.30 – 15.15
15.15 - 16.15
16.15 – 16.45

Official opening
Round of introduction
Welcome and opening remarks from Targa-Aide
Welcome and opening remarks from UNEP as Implementing
Agency.
Objectives & expected outputs of workshop
Methodology - theory and practice, incl. summarize backsopping
missions
Coffee and tea break
• Country presentations by partners about progress on:
o identification, selection, characterisation and
further activities
o institutional arrangements
Presentation by partners in Uganda
Presentation by partners in South Africa
Lunch break
Presentation by partners in Morocco
Presentation by partners in Ghana
Discussion on major lessons learnt and expectations and fears based
on the inception meeting in September 2009
Communication activities, including the website

14/09/10

Responsible person/
facilitator

Abdeslam Dahman
Mohamed Mahdi
Mohamed Sessay
Maxwell or Mohamed
Sessay
TAG team, William,
Wendelien
Ugandan team members

Nono
Mohamed, Ilia
Saa and Conrad
Maxwell
Maxwell

DAY TWO
09.00 – 10.00
10.00 – 11.00

Assessment of progress against timeframes and deliverables
Discussion about the challenges in implementation

Maxwell
Will

11.00 – 11.30

Tea and coffee break

11.30 – 12.00

Work Plans for coming period

Saa

12.00 – 12.45

Finance and Administrative Matters

Gail and Maxwell

12.45 – 14.00

Lunch break

14.00 – 14.30

List of action points

Alex Lwakuba

14.30 – 15.00

Introduction to the field visit

Ilia/ Mohamed

16.00 – 20.00

Departure to Marrakech

20.30 – 21.30

Dinner and night spent in Marrakech

15/09/10

DAY THREE
Morning
12.00

Marrakech discovery, morning off for everyone
Depart Ounenine, lunch on the road
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Date

Time
19.00
20.00 – 21.00

Activity

Responsible person/
facilitator

Arrival in Ouneine
Dinner and night spent in Ouneine

16/09/10

DAY FOUR
8.00- onwards
19.00 – 21.00

Field visit Ouneine
Dinner and discussion: reflecting on the field visit

17/09/10

Mohamed, Ilia

DAY FIVE
07.00 – 12.00

Field visit Ouneine

12.00 – 13.00

Lunch

13.00 – 17.00

Driving to Marrakech

18.00 – 19.00

Dinner in Marrakech with closing remarks and farewell

19.00

First participants are leaving for Casablanca
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Mohamed, Ilia

Annex 3. Summaries of Country Reports presented at the workshop

GHANA
Saa Dittoh and Conrad Weobong
Degradation is common due to rampant cutting of trees, land clearing and burning of farm crop residues.
The connections between Land (land degradation), water (climate change), people (poverty) and crops and
animals (livelihoods) was noted.
Importance of local innovations repeated since the inception of SCI-SLM is that “there are local community
innovations that are succeeding where formal research recommendations have often failed”. The reasons
of this success have been that researchers have tended to underrate indigenous knowledge and that there
is limited knowledge on how to incorporate indigenous knowledge into so-called “scientific” knowledge. In
Ghana, the concept of “Plug-in” has been seen to be relevant for bringing scientific approaches in line with
indigenous knowledge.
Working definitions of community innovation and SLM
A number of definitions of community innovation have emerged to guide SCI-SLM activities. These are
given below:
◦ A community innovation is the development of a system that is new, in local terms, by
community members using their own creativity. It is NOT old tradition, common best practice or
adopted recommendation.
Related to this is the definition of SLM as “the use of land resources, including soil, water, animals and
plants for the production of goods to meet changing human needs, while simultaneously ensuring the longterm productive potential of these resources and ensuring their environmental functions” (WOCAT, 2007).
Similarly, SLM is “looking after the land to improve and maintain its productive ecosystem functions”.
Summary of Activities since Sept 2009
 From 21–24 September 2009 the SCI-SLM project was introduced to Chief Directors and some
Directors of relevant ministries in Accra.
 October 2009 some preliminary visits undertaken to potential sites.
 5–11 November 2009 Will and Sabina of the TAG team visited Ghana. They met with all members
of the Steering Committee and visited several potential sites.
 December 2009 – Some administrative problems with Ag. Vice Chancellor of UDS. Problems
delayed project implementation but these were soon resolved.
 Dec 2009/Jan 2010 the project structure was finalized in terms of Management Team, Steering
Committee and Core (Implementation) Team (See Table A1-A3)
 6–10 February 2010, Wendelien of the TAG team visited potential sites.
 On 29 April 2010, the First Steering Committee meeting was held.
 30 April 2010 saw the official launching of SCI-SLM Ghana
 Between 1–2 May 2010, Prof. Lex Bouter (VU Rector), and Dr. Kees Kouwenaar (Director of CIS,
VU) visited the project site in Moatani.
 June-August 2010 site selection and characterization visits were undertaken (see Table A4).

Steering Committee input into Site Selection
The Steering Committee suggested the following criteria to be considered in the selection of research sites:
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◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

How long the innovation had been there (too old or too young pose problems).
How innovative it is.
Number of people involved (truly community-based?)
Is there any community ownership of the innovation?
Ease of up-scaling
Impact on livelihoods
Regional balance (consider the three northern regions)
Cost implications.

National Inception Workshop
The Inception Workshop took place on 30 April 2010 at GILLBT Conference Centre, Tamale. The theme of
the workshop was on “Local Talent; Key to Sustainable Land Management”. The main focus of the
workshop was:
◦ To explain the project purpose, design, structure and focus to stakeholders.
◦ To scout through the discussions for more potential Project sites so that the most promising sites
could be chosen.
◦ To create partnerships and networks.
Table A1: National Steering Committee Members
Member
Designation
Mr. Roy Ayariga
Chairman
Professor Saa Dittoh
National Coordinator
Mr. Conrad Weobong
Mr. Nkegbe
Mr. Malex Alebikiya
Mr. Kweku Boateng
Mr. David Agongo

Affiliate Institution
Northern Rural Growth Project, MOFA
Coordinator of the Food and Nutrition Unit
(FNSU), UDS
Lecturer, Faculty of Renewable Natural
Resources, UDS Tamale
Reg. Dir., EPA, UWR, Wa
Executive Secretary, ACDEP, and Prolinnova
Northern Zonal Coordinator, CBRDP
Zasilari Ecological Farms Project, Walewale,
Ghana

Proj. Manager and
Secretary
Member
Member
Member
Member (Comm. Rep.)

Table A2: Ghana SCI-SLM Project Management Team
Name
Department/ Faculty
Prof. Saa Dittoh
Food and Nutrition Security Unit, Fac. of
Agric, UDS
Mr. Conrad A. Weobong Faculty of Renewable Natural Resources,
UDS
Ms Margaret A. Akuriba Dept. of Agribusiness, UDS
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Responsibility
National Project Coordinator
Project Manager
Information/Data Manager

Table A3: Partner Organisations working in SCI SLM
SCI-SLM PARAMETER
PARTNERS
Non-Burning
Zasilari, ACDEP, CARE International, CBRDP, Nandom Agric
Project
Soil and Water conservation
EPA (GEMP), MOFA, FSD, CBRDP, Catholic DDO, Zasilari
Forest and other trees Conservation FSD, LandCare, Zasilari, Nandom Agric Project
Non-Burning
Zasilari, ACDEP, CARE International, CBRDP, Nandom Agric
Project
Soil and Water conservation
EPA (GEMP), MOFA, FSD, CBRDP, Catholic DDO, Zasilari
Forest and other trees Conservation FSD, LandCare, Zasilari, Nandom Agric Project
Table A4: Site Selection and Outcomes
Community
Region
Zangum
Northern
Guabuliga
Northern
Bugya
Northern
Shillilayilli
Northern
Zoborgu
Northern

Activity
Protection of dam
Trash lining
Composting
Non-burning
Dam protection and
non-burning
Composting
Stone bunding

Assessment
Has potential
Nothing innovative
Nothing innovative
Has potential
Good potential - Selected

Protection of water
source
Upper West

Not much innovation

Sirigu
Talensi/Nabdam
District
Samoa

Upper East
Upper East

Tanchera

Lawra

Kandega

Upper East

Moatani

Kassena-Nankana
West
West Mamprusi

Zorborgu

Tamale Metro

Northern

Upper West

Northern

Nothing innovative
Age old innovation

Conservation of community forest, nonburning and controlled-cutting of trees,
strict application of sanctions for
offences
Labour-saving composting method and
non-burning of farm residue
Composting by women and protection
of shea trees
Community dam and forest protection
and non-burning

Way Forward
 To organize the second Country Steering Committee meeting. Committee members are interested
in knowing the sites that were selected and next steps in the project implementation since their
organizations are partners
 Complete characterization by end of October 2010
 Engagement communities on identified innovations
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MOROCCO
by M. Mahdi, M. Tamim, I. Louah, Z. Tijani, S. Louriki
Progress of work in Morocco covered the identification, selection and characterization of community
innovations. Project work is conducted in two rural communes, i.e., Bni Idder in the north and Ouneine in
the south. The two sites are in areas where Targa-Aide has other activities since the last several years.

Bni Idder

Ounienne

Figure .. Maps of project locations
The key characteristics of the sites are presented in Table …
Table ..... Socio - demographic and economic characteristics of two sites
Characteristics

Bni Idder

Ouniene

4 620

8417

772

1379

25

65

1.33

0.3

Superficie CR (km²)

90,34

362

Densité (hab/km²)

51.14

23.25

643

757

1801

980

3

53

99

94,45

Population et démographie
Population (hab.)
Ménages
Villages
Annual Growth Rate Taux (%)

Système agricole
Nombre d'exploitation
SAU (ha)
SAU irriguée (%)
Main d'œuvre familiale /exploitation (%)
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Statut juridique majoritaire de la SAU

Melk

Melk

9

45,6

1 dispensaire

1 dispensaire

Taux d'analphabétismes (%)

74,4

63,9

Taux d'activité (%)

35,8

29,8

Etat du développement humain
Distance moyenne d'accès à la route goudronnée (km)
Service de santé
Electrification

Social organisation of mountain communities
The population in the two sites speak Arabic. Berber is also spoken in Ouniene. The social and ethnic
organisation is tribal comprising varying numbers of villages.
Villages and families are linked through kinships, and through common interest in the management of
natural resources, i.e., water, forest, pastures, etc. These common interests create solidarity and a sense of
collective action and initiative.

II. THE PROGRESS OF WORK
The presentation chronicled project activities.
The meeting to establish the steering committee was held in December through the Project Launch
Workshop and the first field work.
The workshop to launch the project was held on December 4, 2009. The objectives of teh workshop were:
• Reach a common understanding on the concepts and methodology of the project;
• Establish the NSC;
• Discuss the implementation modalities.
The organisation of field trip for reconnaissance/ pre-identification of community initiatives were
undertaken to the north of the country. Five communities were visited during the two days allocated to
field visits. However, all five initiatives were evaluated to be unsuitable. Nevertheless a common
understanding of the concepts and methodology of the project were reached.
2. Methodology to identify community innovations
Two approaches are employed for identifying community innovations, i.e., use of informants, development
agents, development officers, peasants about their knowledge of innovations and through carrying out
systematic surveys of the farming and production system in communities. Experience shows that the two
are not exclusive.

3. Identification of community innovations in Bni Idder (North of Morocco).
This identification was conducted in two phases, where the first pre-identification phase was performed by
the junior team (Ilia and Siham) and then the second phase was conducted by a bigger more senior team
comprising of both junior and senior members, the TAG team and some steering committee members.
Phase 1 : Identification by junior team
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The rainfall delayed the fieldwork to March-April. The junior team used an interview guide in its
investigation. A systematic survey was conducted on agrarian and agriculture system in 7 communities.
Seven innovations were identified as listed below:
• Grafting
• Introduction of new crops cumin and anise
• Cuttings
• Four improved
• Natural remedy for cattle
• Cultivation of new seeds from outside the region
• Introduction of a breed of cattle in the breeding season.
Only tree grafting and the ameliorated oven were selected.
Phase 2: Identification by Tag, Targa, NSC
The objective was to verify the suitability of the preselected innovations and to identify new ones.
The innovations identified and selected are discussed below:
i.
Grafting trees
The technique consists on grafting olive trees on Oleaster. Oleaster is an indigenous species, with strong
rooting system. It is drought tolerant, resistant to heat stress but not good for fruit production. The
practice has multiple advantages such as using a well-rooted plant, with a deep root system, facilitating the
growth of new olive branches, keeping the soil intact and establishing olive trees for fruit and oil
production.
Four people in the Takhyamat community practice this technique. The learnt it from another farmer from
outside the village. The technique has been extended to other tree species like the plum on apricot or plum
on almond.
ii.
Ameliorated Oven
Households used to build their own clay ovens. Mr Aziz decided to add cement to the clay to improve the
efficiency of the oven and to reduce the use of forest wood. Mr Aziz’s community refused to be
interviewed.
iii.
Building terraces
The technique consists on building stone terraces to capture water and soil. Terraces are not a common
practice in Bni Idder but in Ouniene. Full development of each terrace takes about three years. Terraces
also allow peasants to gain agriculture land. Building of terraces has spread among the peasants of Bni
Idder.
4. Identification of community innovations in Ouniene
Identification in the South Site was conducted in two phases as in Bni Idder. The junior team conducted
nine interviews. Five of the interviews (focus group) with Douars members and four were with family
members who has creating irrigate areas. Interviews in 2 out of 5 Douars were unproductive.
Four innovations which conform to the definition of community innovation were identified. These are:
• Double potatoes harvesting
• Grafting trees
• New tree fruit species
• Creating new irrigated area.
The four innovations were adopted by the project as they met the selection criteria, i.e., they are new in
local term, they are developed with little external support, they are technically innovative, and they have
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potential to spread. But they are not at community level, except for the new irrigated area, as we are going
to see.
i. Creating New irrigated area
The project involves developing a farmland by transforming non-agriculture and dry land to productive
irrigated land using a tractor. This innovation tales long to develop. The innovator is Amachal Mohamed
(from Douar Aït Mssaoued). Initiative was taken by his four brothers. One works in Casablanca and provides
money for labour. The four brothers live separately, but keep land, water, tree that they inherited in
common property. But this property is not sufficient to sustain these families. The case reflects the
imbalance between population and natural resources.
The project started when the household purchased 20 ha of dry land in 1984 and started cultivating cereals.
The transformation of the land only started in 1990. The households have planted new fruit tree like apple,
plum, grape, peach, apple, quince, pear; cereals, vegetables and forages.
The innovation developed land resources and improved the income of families.
Changing the system of water distribution (Afourigh Community)
The irrigation system has two components, i.e., the physical and social. The physical entails the equipment.
The social relates to the water rights of the members. The old system of sharing water right meant that the
rights were widely dispersed. The community decided to change the changing the water distribution
system.
Carpenters cooperative Douar Anzi
The community of Douar Anzi is composed of 25 families. Some lineages are traditionally carpenters.
They rely on forest for the wood they use in manufacturing household products: tables, chairs, doors,
windows. In response to local demand, the number of carpenters has increased over time. Their products
have started to be sold outside of the village and tribal area to place like Taroudante, Agadir, Marrakech.
The reliance on raw timber results in the carpenters violate the forest law and have to pay fines or be
convicted.
In 2006, a group of carpenters created a cooperative. As a cooperative, they gained a legal basis for their
activities and can legally market their products outside the village. This innovation reduces the pressure on
forest. They obtain wood from the forest and also from the market.
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SOUTH AFRICA
Presented by Nomaphelo Ngubane
Country project inception workshop was held on the 22 April 2010 at the University of KwaZulu-Natal,
South Africa. Participants were drawn from national and provincial government departments, nongovernmental organisations, academia, CBOs and parastatals. The workshop developed a broad
understanding of SCI SLM and some structures necessary for the implementation of the project.
Composition of SA Project Structures
Country Project Steering Committee
Person
1. Lydia Bosoga.
2. Brigid Letty
3. Oscar Mthimkhulu
4. Zimbini Mdlulwa
5. Dr. Terry Everson.
6. Dor Ngcobo
7. Dr. Maxwell Mudhara

Organisation
Dpt. of Environmental Affairs
INR- Prolinnova
KZN Wildlife
Agricultural Research Council
UKZN-Grassland Science
KZN- Dpt of Agric, Env. & Rural Development
UKZN-Farmer Support Group

Country Project Working Group
Person
1. Eddy Tshabalala
2. Nono Shezi
3. Mbali Goge
4. Josiah Muzerengwa

Organisation
Dept. of Environmental Affairs
UKZN
Working for Wetlands
Valley Trust

South Africa Project Team (SAPT) has undertaken preliminary investigations into potential community
initiatives. In doing so, the team used various sources for identifying potential sites. Telephonic
communications were used for obtaining information about the sites, followed by field visits to discuss with
members of key structures within communities. In some instances Google was used as a first step to assess
potential of sites for selection. Identified sites were presented to the SA Working Committee which used
the TEES Test to assess the suitability of the innovations.
To date eight potential sites have been identified in South Africa. Six of them are on wetlands and the
other two are based on forests. Initial assessments of the sites indicated that most had received intensive
external support. Two potential initiatives based on forestry were selected. The two are located in the
Midlands of KZN. The sites are under the tribal authorities which are administered on a communal basis.
Characterisatics of Sites
1. New Reserve B
This initiative comprises of a wattle forest managed by the community. The forest was started in the
early 1960s by a commercial farmer who employed the community members. In those days, the
community members rented land for residential sites are for livestock from KwaZulu Government.
Currently, the forest is managed by a Community Development Committee. Trees in the forest are only
used in case of death, for building houses or making cattle pens. To access timber in the forest, a family in
need approaches the Chair/Vice Chair or Induna (headmen) of the ward, giving details of the funeral and
when the logs are required.
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The Chair/Vice Chair or Induna then informs the forest patrollers who monitor the family collecting logs
or firewood. The forest patrollers report offences to the committee or headman so that appropriate
penalties can be applied.
No external support received in effecting this community management. The community maintains the
forest from experience gained while working for the commercial farmers. Members of neighbouring
communities are only granted permission to collect burial logs or firewood for use at funeral.
2. Ntabamhlophe
This area has a setup similar to that of New Reserve. The wattle forests were established by the traditional
leaders. Specifically, there are two forests, i.e., Emanjokweni and KwaSobabili. Emanjokweni forest has
been in existence from the 60s and the KwaSobabili late 90s. The traditional leadership decided to set up
the forests in 1995/6 to assist their subjects with construction materials (to most needy households or
struck by disasters) and logs require during burial and for firewood. The KwaSobabili wattle forest is a site
revived from an area previously used as a residential area but is now vacated. Management Mechanisms
in Ntabamhlophe Area is similar to that in New Reserve described above. In the case of Ntabamhlophe,
offenders are reported to the tribal authority who decides on a fine charged on the offender.
Common Characteristics of the two sites
Both sites involve the deliberate management of an invasive tree species to benefit the community. Forest
patrollers volunteer to monitor the forest for minimal compensation. Community members assist in the
fire control and making of fire breaks.
Challenges of the two Community Initiatives
The community members lack technical skills in maintaining the forest i.e. control of grass invasion in the
forest and ensuring maximum growth of the trees in the forests. The community institutions managing the
initiatives could be strengthened one or the other. Communities are sometimes faced with thefts from
people outside the communities.
Way Forward
The project team in SA will compile the cases using the characterization forms. It will also continue to
identify additional initiatives. Baseline surveys will be undertaken on of identified initiatives. For selected
initiative, the plan is to undertake joint experimentation to improve the initiatives and also to organize
exchange visits, where necessary.
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UGANDA
Alex Lwakuba and Tonny Kinsambwe made the presentation.
They indicated that SCI-SLM activities in Uganda started in 2007. The Ministry of Agriculture, Animal
Industry and Fisheries (MAAIF) is the Implementing Agency in Uganda. As such, most field activities are
conducted by District Local Governments (DLGs) under the supervision and facilitation of MAAIF.

Figure 1: The project area in Uganda (shaded black)
Project area covers 15 districts in the Uganda cattle corridor (Fig 1).
Project Activities
 Four preparatory meetings of the MAAIF technical team to launch the project – 2007/8
 National Technical Launch/National Planning Seminar held on 24th January 2008
 Formation of the National Steering Committee (NSC) which has held three meetings (see B 1 for the
composition of the NSC).
 The project has, so far, been introduced and launched fifteen districts
 More than 200 District Local Government (DLG) staff trained in the project methodology
 Over 60 Potential Community Initiatives (PCIs) identified by DLG staff
 Two inter-district farmer-to-farmer exchange visits organized for 60 farmers and 20 DLG staff
 Three intra-district farmer-to-farmer exchange visits organized for 360 farmers and 45 DLG staff
 Screened/verified the identified nine PCI by MAAIF and DLG staff (see table 1)
The major challenge facing Uganda is the lack of progress in the signing of the funding contract between
the government of Uganda and the University of KwaZulu-Natal. As a result there have been limited
financial resources available for implementation. The experience so far shows that individual innovations
are more common than community initiatives (CIs). Identification of good CIs by local government staff is
slow due to limited facilitation. At the start, some farmers are not willing to share information.
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Opportunities
There is a potential for discovering better CIs,
especially if the DLG staff can be further trained
and facilitated to identify CIs. Most communities
and NGOs have expressed positive response to
participate in the project. Government has also
shown support to the project by providing funding
for project activities.
Planned activities/way forward
 Continue pursuing the signing of the
funding contract
 Train DLG staff to understand the project
methodology and facilitate them search
for good CIs
 Carry out selection, documentation and
up-scaling of the best CIs
 Continue facilitating farmer-to-farmer
exchange visits.

Composition of the NSC
 Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industry
and Fisheries - Chair
 Ministry of Finance, Planning and
Economic Development
 Ministry of Water and Environment
(NEMA)
 Ministry of Lands, Housing and Urban
Development
 Academia
 Environment NGOs
 Local Government)
 NARO
 UNEP–GEF
 UNAFFE
 CIS Technical advisor
 National Project Coordinator – Secretary

Conclusion
 Implementation of the SCI-SLM project in Uganda is already in fill stream despite the challenges
 Although the donor funds are yet to be received, the project has achieved a number of milestones
 After signing of the contract, implementation of project activities is to be expedited.
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Annex 4: Country overview of selected Community Initiatives
GHANA
Name

Location

Community

Social / Technical

SLM

Community specifications

Characterise

Status:

Initiative (or both)

Technology +

(no of members/ families)

d?

next planned steps

hectares currently covered

Forms A, B,
C?

Tanchara

Tanchara,

Yes; Communal work/

* Organic fertilization

Whole community; details

Community

Lawra

Yes; Non-burning and

Fire belts, non-burning &

to be investigated

District,

non-cutting

non-cutting for

group work and

biodiversity conservation

technical aspects of

Upper-West

Yes

investigation of

Region
Kandiga

Kassena/Nan

Community

Further

innovation planned
No??/ Yes; composting

* Organic fertilization

Whole community; details

kana District,

using field composting

to be investigated

Upper East

taking advantage of rains

Yes

Further
investigation of
group work and

Region

technical aspects of
innovation planned

Moatani

West

Yes; formation of

* Gender-based group

Women group in

Comunity

Mamprusi

women group/ Yes;

cohesion for organic

community; details to be

investigation of

District,

composting

fertilization using compost

investigated

group work and

Northern

Yes

pits

Further

technical aspects of

Region

innovation planned

Zoborgu

Tamale

Yes. Non-burning on

* Organic fertilization

Whole community; details

Community

Metropolitan

farms and community

using field crop residues

to be investigated

Assembly,

forest & protection of

and animal droppings

group work and

Northern

community dam

* Fire belts, non-burning

technical aspects of

& non-cutting for

innovation planned

Region

biodiversity conservation
* Protection from wind
erosion using trees on
dam banks
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Yes

Further
investigation of

MOROCCO Info still required
Name

Location

Community

Anzi

Ouneine

Social / Technical

SLM

Community

Characterised

Status:

Initiative (or both)

Technology +

specifications

?

next planned

hectares currently covered

(no of members/

Forms A, B,

steps

Not clear

families)

C?

Carpenter cooperative,

Carpenters, cooperative

?

SLM aspect not clear

has 30 members

Needs further
investigation on
the SLM part

Lamhalt

Ouneine

Social +Technical

Land reclamation, 6 to

Three families, with a

7 hecetares currently

total number of ..

?

investigation on

persons
Afourigh

Ouneine

Social + Technical

Water rights,

Community, initially the

Hectares: …

young people, five

Further
water use

?

Further
investigation

families

SOUTH AFRICA
Name

Location

Community

Ntabamhlop

Northern

he

Drakensburg

Social / Technical

SLM

Community

Characterised

Status:

Initiative (or both)

Technology +

specifications

?

next planned

hectares currently covered

(no of members/

Forms A, B,

steps

Social and Technical (?)

Wattle Forest, CI

families)

C?

Further details needed

?

?

Further details needed

?

?

managed through the
Tribal Authority
Hectares: ..

New Reserve

Northern
Drakensburg

Social and Technical (?)

Wattle Forest, CDC
managing forest
Hectares: ..
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UGANDA
Name

Location

Community

Social / Technical

SLM

Community

Characterised

Status:

Initiative (or both)

Technology +

specifications

?

next planned

hectares currently covered

(no of members/

Forms A, B,

steps

families)
Initiated and done by
Rwoho community
association of about 120
members

C?
Not formally,
but intensively
studied by VU
students

100 members by 2006

not yet

100 members

Not yet

50 farmers

Not yet

RECPA

Rwoho,
Ntungamo
District

Social

Tree planting on degraded hill
slopes
Hectares:…

NACIA

Nalukonge,
Nakasongola
District

Technical

Ntungamo

social innovation

Balimi, Kamuli
District

Technical

Rehabilitation of grazing
pasture land
Hectares:
Grazing management (with
some technical elements)
Protection of River Nile Banks
through planting of both
Eucalyptus and fruit trees like
mangoes and citrus. Hectares:

IZANIRO
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Formal
characterization
Documentation
locally
Cross visits
Chraracterization
Scientific validation
Intensify cross visits

characterization.
Scientific validation
Documentation
Cross visits

Annex 5: Action list
Subject

Action point

Project sustainability
Reporting

Include a member on the project SC who deals with policy
Include lessons learned (both positive and negative) in
progress reports
Prepare a 1 page summary of the project achievements to
date
Prepare an overview of the selected Cis
Prepare an country wide overview format for the selected
CIs
Pursue signing of the Contract
Submit updated co-financing reports to Maxwell
Submit quarterly financial reports to Gail
Complete identification and characterization of the 4 PCIs
Prepare guidelines for baseline studies
Organize tele-conferences 3 to 4 times a year.
The first 12:00noon Nairobi time on Wednesday 10th Nov
2010
Include a section on Publications and complete website
Submit info for website upload to Max
Launch of the website
Write a story for the 1st volume of the news letter

Uganda Contract
Financial Reporting
Project implementation
Communication
* Teleconferences
Communication
* Website

Communication
* Newsletter
Communication
Prepare texts brochure/ flyer and poster
* Brochure/flyer, Poster
PSC meeting

Host third PSC meeting in Uganda
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Responsible person/
agency
NPCs
NPCs

Target

NPCs, Maxwell

Immediate

NPCs
TAG

Immediate
Immediate

Mohamed S & Alex
NPCs
NPCs
NPCs
TAG team
Mohamed S

30 Sept 2010
Sept 2010
Quarterly
By end of October 2010
Half of October 2010
Quarterly

Maxwell
NPCs
Maxwell
Will and Mohamed M

Sept-Dec 2010
By end of October 2010
By end-December 2010
Sept 2010

TAG team in
cooperation with
CEAD
RPC, NPC-Uganda

By end of October

Immediate
Periodic

Sept 2011

Annex 6: Project Supervision Plan
Project Title: Stimulating Community Initiatives in SLM
Project number: GFL / PMS
Project executing partner: CEAD, University of Kwazulu Natal, SA
Project implementation period: October 2009 - September 2012

Year 2: 2010

Yr 1: 2009

Month O N

D

J

F

M

A

M

J

J

A

Year 3: 2011
S

O

N

D

J

F

M

A

M

J

J

A

Year 4: 2012
S

O

N

D

J

F

M

A

M

J

J

A

Year 5: 2013
S

O

N

D

J

F

M

A

M

J

Mth no 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54

Executing partner
UNEP/DGEF
Activity/Task/Output
Project Management, Coordination & Sustainability
Inception meeting and report of meeting
Progress report - Dec 31 + 30 days
Annual audit report - Dec 31 + 180 days
Annual co-financing report - Dec 31+30 days
Establish M&E system
Expenditure report - Mar, June, Sep and Dec 31 + 30days
Mid-term review/evaluation
Procurement of equipment & hiring of consultants
Progress reports to co-financiers
Project brochure/newsletter/banner
Project Implementation Review
Project website design & development + updates/revamps
PSC/PMC meetings + minutes of meetings
GEFSEC communications (Inception, midterm & completion)
Site visits + mission reports
Final report
International training workshops/seminars
Terminal evaluation
Final audit report for project
Outcome 1: Identification
Community initiatives identified
Technical and socio-economical aspects analysed
SLM database set up and functional
Mid-term and terminal evaluation
Outcome 2: Stimulation and Upscaling
Community initiatives developed
Four community initiatives upscaled
Constraints to upscale identified
Outcome 3: Awareness Raising
Incorporation of pilot processes into relevant national agencies
Policy briefs and papers
Outcome 4: Development of Methodology
Methodology and guidelines developed for horizontal spread
Methodology and guidelines developed for vertical spread
Outcome 5 : Project Management
Effective and efficient management system in place
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Annex 7: Country Work Plan for the period Sept 2010 – Sept 2011
Country
Activity

Deadline

Uganda

1. Continue pursuing the signing of the funding contract

Sept 2010

2. Complete characterization

31st Oct 2010

3. Train partners

30th Nov 2010

4. Documentation (baseline studies)

Feb-Mar 2011

5. Document and initiate improvements

May-Aug 2011

6. Start community exchange visits

May-Aug 2011

1. Complete characterization

31st Oct 2010

2. Initial community engagement

Up to Dec 2010

South Africa

3. Training on SCI-SLM methodology for core team Jan 2011
members

Morocco

4. Completion of baseline studies

Feb-Mar 2011

5. Document and initiate improvements

May-Aug 2011

6. Start community exchange visits

May-Aug 2011

1. Complete characterization

31st Oct 2010

2. Initial community engagement

Up to Dec 2010

3. Training on SCI-SLM methodology for core team Jan 2011
members

Ghana

4. 4. Completion of baseline studies

Feb-Mar 2011

5. 5. Document and initiate improvement

May-Aug 2011

6. Start community exchange visits

May-Aug 2011

1. Complete characterization

31st Oct 2010

2. Initial community engagement

Up to Dec 2010

3. Training on SCI-SLM methodology for core team Jan 2011
members

Secretariat

4. Completion of baseline studies

Feb-Mar 2011

5. Document and initiate improvements

May-Aug 2011

6. Start community exchange visits

May-Aug 2011

1. Second Teleconference

10th Nov. 2010

2. Website development

Mid-Dec 2010

Country

Activity

Deadline

A project newsletter should be posted on the website.
First issue of the newsletter can be on innovations from
Morocco and on the meeting in general. Will and
Mohammed (Targa-Aide) were tasked to produce a
news article.
Countries to submit material for website within six
October 31
weeks.
Sept 2011
3. Third Steering Committee (Uganda)
One day at next Steering Committee meeting will be
dedicated to a specific
Last week of Nov 2010
1. Will to visit Uganda (confirmed)

TAG Team
visits to project
2. Will to visit South Africa (confirmed)
sites

3. Sabina to visit Ghana (To be confirmed)

Last week of Jan 2011
Second week of Feb
2011

4. Wendelien to visit Morocco (To be confirmed)
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First week of April 2011
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Annex 8: Project Budget, Disbursement and Balances
CONTRACT PERIOD
October 2009 to June 2013
TOTAL GEF TRUST FUNDING VALUE FOR PERIOD US$912.391,00
TRANCHE DISBURSEMENT TO COUNTRIES for PERIOD OCTOBER– SEPTEMBER 2010
Country
Jan 2010
Sept 2010
GHANA
$13,665
$23,510
MOROCCO
$13,746
$23,650
SOUTH AFRICA
$22.477
$28,431
UGANDA
$0*
$0
SECRETARIAT
$33,857
$50,547
NETHERLANDS
$22,591
$31,028
TOTAL
$120,000
$157,166
• An amount of USD13.664.00 (Budgeted in $120.000.00 received) was not transferred to Uganda

COUNTRY BUDGET AND TRANCHE ANALYSIS 2009 & 2010

Budget
2009
2010
Total Budget 2009/10
Budget 2011
Budget 2012
Total Value of Contract
Disbursements:
January 2010
September 2010
Total 2009/10
2009/10 Budget Still
Due
Reported Expenditure:
Sept09-Mar10
Apr-Jun10
Total Expenditure
2009/10
Less Tranches Received
Shortfall Due
2nd Tranche

TAG

Ghana

MOROCCO

SOUTH
AFRICA

UGANDA

SECRETA
RIAT

$26,809
$53,620
$79,709
$53,620
$11,913
$145,962

$18,588
$37,174
$55,762
$37.174
$12,691
$105,627

$18,698
$37,397
$56,095
$37,397
$12,740
$106,232

$22,477
$44,956
$67,433
$44,956
$7,231
$119,620

$18,588
$37,174
$37,174
$12,691
$105.627

$59,790
$95,933
$155,723
$115,933
$57,667
$329,323

$22,591
$31,028
$53,619
$26,090

$13,665
$23,510
$37,175
$18,587

$13,746
$23,650
$37,396
$18,699

$16,524
$28,431
$44,955
$22,478

$0
$0
$0
$55,762

$33,857
$50,547
$84,404
$71,319

$57,264
$9,936
$67,200

$18,844
$0
$18,844

$11,171
$0
$11,171

$11,171
$0
$11,171

$0
$0
$0

$35,857
$3,436
$39,293

$53,619
-$13,581
$31,028

$13,665
-$5,179
$23,510

$13,746
$2,005
$23,650

$16,524
$5,353
$28,431
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$84,404
$45,111
$50,547
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